NOTES:
1. THE FINISHED FLOOR IN THE IDF SHALL BE STATIC DISSIPATIVE. FLOOR STATIC STRIP SHALL BE PROVIDED AT SURFACE DIRECTLY BELOW GROUND BUS BAR.
2. FOR SCHOOL ADDITIONS, PROVIDE (2) 25-PAIR CAT 5E CABLES TO EXISTING MDF.
3. VERIFY EXACT IDF LAYOUT WITH CPS ITS SR. INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER (773-553-6030).
4. PROVIDE (5) 2 INCH CONDUITS.
   a. (1)-2 INCH FOR (4) 25-PAIR CAT 5E FROM MDF.
   b. (1)-2 INCH FOR FIBER FROM MDF.
      i. (1)-6 STRAND FOR SECURITY
      ii. (2)-6 STRAND FOR DATA
   c. (1)-2 INCH FOR COAX - RG-59 FROM MDF.
   d. (1)-2 INCH SPARE FROM MDF.
   e. (1)-2 INCH FOR INTERCOM CONNECTIVITY FROM EXISTING HEADEND. IT IS THE CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO CONFIRM EXACT CONDUIT SIZE WITH INTERCOM SYSTEM MANUFACTURER.